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As everybody knows, a newspaper lives by its advertisements.
For English newspapers in Hong Kong in particular, job
recruitment classified is the most important revenue-generating
source. Obvious enough, South China Morning Post has always been
and still is the champion of the job recruitment market.
However, since it re-launch with the new concept of JOBMARKET
in January 1985, Hong Kong Standard has mustered up aggressive
competitive actions to fight for a place in the market. It is
the purpose of this research to shed some lights on the existing
competitive situation and consumer attitudes towards the two
papers. It is hoped that some useful recommendations for the
marketing and promotional strategies of the Classified products
can emerge from the study.
The study is conducted based on interviews with marketing
people of both papers, literature reviews, content analysis, with
emphasis on the primary data collected through a consumer survey.
Findings indicate that South China Morning Post is especially
strong in image and more favoured by people with higher income
and education levels. Whereas Hong Kong Standard's strength lies
in its being a good means to seek for job in small companies.
Also, it gives the impression of doing better than before.
Besides, Hong Kong Standard is more popular among younger people
with lower income and education. A most interesting point to
note is that, opinions or attitudes towards South China Morning
Post across different reader and demographic groups are very
similar for South China Morning Post but very diverse for Hong
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Kong Standard.
The researchers suggest that the job classified section be
treated as one of the editorial contents which can provide some
services and tips for job hunters as well as market information
seekers for both papers. At the same time, layout, clear index
should be introduced to increase attractiveness, ensure easy
reference and increase responses. Hong Kong Standard should
target more at job-seekers fresh from schools while South China
Morning Post should place more emphasis on "experienced" people.
Promotional messages, media and strategies are also recommended
taking into account comparative strengths and weaknesses of each
paper. The researchers also feel that improving image must be
the long-term and ongoing objective for both papers, but it is
high time that Hong Kong Standard boosted up its promotion since
JOBMARKET is still a young product and attitudes towards it are
relatively easy to shape.
Recommendations are made for both papers since the research
undertaken is an academic rather than a commercial one. In
addition to assisting the papers to increase their competitive
power, the researchers also hope that job recruitment
advertisements can be improved as a whole and serve the community
better. Of course, this is not a comprehensive study to direct
the papers as to their strategic moves concerning the overall
editorial and other contents. The study can only serve as a
preliminary step to more indepth researches as reference to the


























V. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Reader profile of Recruitment Classified of
HKS and SCMP
Demographic Characteristics
Reading and Buying Habit
Media Habit
Exploring potential Variables Influencing
Attitudes Towards the Cassified Sections of
HKS and SCMP
Any perception Bias that may Exist for the



































Survey Results matched against
Content Analysis Results







Across Groups with Different
Advertising Awareness Level
VI.RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Current Strengths and Weaknesses
of the Two Papers
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Newspapers are publications intended to instruct, amuse and
inform. They also carry advertisements without which no
newspapers could pay their way. In Hong Kong, the press
consists of sixty-six registered newspapers.(l) These include
forty-five Chinese-language dailies and five English-language
dailies. A number of news agency bulletins are also registered
as newspapers. Of the five English-language dailies, Hong Kong
Standard and South China Morning Post are the two with which the
general public are more familiar.
South China Morning Post is also known as the establishment
paper. It has a history of eighty-four years. The paper was
originally owned by Dow Jones, the Hongkong Bank Group and
Hutchison Whampao. In Novemebr 1986, there was a change of
hands, and the Australian press tycoon Rupert Murdoch acquired
the paper. Immediately after the acquisition, there followed a
series of editorial and personnel replacements.
Hong Kong Standard, on the other hand, has a much shorter
history of thirty-seven years. The paper is wholly owned by Sing
Tao Limited. The financial position of the paper is much weaker
than that of its opposition paper, South China Morning Post. For
years, the paper has been in the red although it is already
improving steadily.(2)
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Other than having an imbalance in financial strengths, the
two papers also show a marked difference in their readership
figures. According to the 1986 SRH RARD 3 report (3), South
China Morning Post has a readership of 258,000 while Hong Kong
Standard has got only 28,000. In response to these figures, Hong
Kong Standard employed AGB McNair Hongkong Limited to prepare a
Hong Kong English Newspaper Readership Survey, 1986. The
outcome of this survey showed great deviations from that of the
SRH report. It was claimed in the survey that Hong Kong Standard
has a much higher readership of 96,000 while South China Morning
Post has a slightly lower readership of 214,000.
Undoubtedly, each paper claims that the figure favourable to
them is correct. The two research agencies involved also accuse
each other of illegitimate research methodology. Nevertheless,
this controversial issue will continue to be a focal point of
argument between the two papers.
Research Interest
Classified ads are important revenue sources to both papers
in question. According to Miss Ruth King, Sales Development
Manager of South China Morning Post, revenue from the cover price
(price paid by the reader) only covers a very nominal part of the
various costs involved in producing the papers. Advertisements
are where the money comes in, of which classified section makes
the most contribution as compared with Run of Paper.(4) There
are four main pillars which form the Classified House, namely,
situation vacancies (recruitment), property, miscellaneous and
motors. Situation vacancies account for approximately 60% of the
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revenue generated by the classified section. South China Morning
Post has long been strong in its Classified Post section,
especially in its Saturday issue. It has almost complete
dominance of the market for job-recruitment advertisements.
Shortly after the Chinese New Year early in 1987, the paper has
had its classified ads growing thicker. In one of the Saturday
issues, the paper 'published 88 pages of classified post, an
unprecedented peak record which cannot be explained by the
booming job recruitment market alone.
In January 1985, Hong Kong Standard introduced a new format,
the Friday JOBMARKET. This is a bi-lingual section published
on every Friday simultaneously in both Hong Kong Standard and
Sing Tao Jih Pao, and later also in the new Evening Standard
which hit the streets on September 15, 1986. A promotion
campaign for the Friday JOBMARKET was launched which continued to
the present. According to Mr. Ken Carr, Director of Marketing of
Hong Kong Standard, by April 1986, Hong Kong Standard has
captured one-third of weekend advertising in Hong Kong's English-
language newspapers. At the same time, Hong Kong Standard
published an average of 40 to 48 pages of Friday JOBMARKET
supplement every week.(5)
Despite the odds being still in the favour of South China
Morning Post, Hong Kong Standard is making a real effort and
South China Morning Post is on the alert. In February 1987,
both papers had introduced new advertising campaigns. In view of
the importance of job recruitment classified ads as a revenue
source and the intense competition between the two, the
researchers' interest is to explore consumers' attitude towards
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these papers' classified ads, their reading habits and to search
for the implications on the marketing and promotion strategies
adopted by the English newspapers. It is further hoped that this
study will serve as an exploratory study to stimulate more
subsequent research in this area in the future.
For the sake of convenience, South China Morning Post and
Hong Kong Standard are referred to as SCMP and HKS hereafter.
Endnotes
1. Hong Kong 1986, p.240.
2. Sing Tao Group Annual Report, 1986
3. SRH RARD 3 report is an independent report done by Survey
Research Hongkong Ltd. RARD stands for Rolling Average
Readership Data and each year a number of RARD reports will
be released along with the general and interim reports.
4. Classified section is a separate section of its own while ROP
are advertisements inserted in other pages.
5. Ken Carr, Marketing Report for Friday JOBMARKET
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
As an important revenue-generating function of the English
newspapers with decisive influences on the success and even
survival of the papers, job recruitment classified ads section is
the focus of the study. In relation to the study's emphasis on
promotional aspects, here it is pertinent to put in a few remarks
of explanation. According to information gathered during
interviews with both papers, promotional support stands out as a
particularly important aspect among the four elements of the
marketing mix of the classified ads. The reasons are as follows:
1. Price
When formulating pricing stategies on the cover price or
advertising rates, a newspaper has to take into consideration
factors like production costs, financial strength and
competitive advantages of the entire paper rather than the
classified section alone, so this marketing element will not
be looked into in detail.
2. Distribution
In a small territory like Hong Kong, distribution appears not
to be a great problem to the newspapers. In addition, as it
is a common practice for readers either to obtain their issues
from street vendors or through subscription, in order to study
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the distribution channels, co-operation of the many street
vendors is a must. However, it is a well-known fact within
the newspaper industry that street vendors are very diffcult
to approach as they guard their business information as
commercial secrets. Besides, discussion about distribution
channels is also concerned with overall strategy.
3. Product
In considering the makeup of classified ads a product, three
aspects will be looked into in the attitude assessment section
of the study: first, readability/ appearance/ ease of
reference second, image and lastly, effectiveness. The first
component can be readily controlled by the paper. Whereas
image bears close relation to what kind of advertisers place
their ads in the paper. This again hinges on how the
advertisers perceive the readers' perception towards the paper
and its classified ads. Effectiveness then is the correct
matching of the advertisers to the readers so that maximal
response could be achieved. So, perception and image
constitute the essence of the problem.
Since promotion is important in building up image and
informing both parties (advertisers and audience) what they can
expect from advertising in or reading the job classified section,
it is worth special attention.
The study is mainly divided into two phases. Phase I would
be a review on the existing market situation of the two papers
with special reference to their job recruitment classified ads
section. Secondary data search including literature,
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publications, relevant past research and interviews with the two
newspapers would be the major methodology. Specifically, it is






e) Existing promotional activities
Research Objectives
As available consumer surveys are more concerned with the
two papers as a whole, a consumer survey has to be conducted in
Phase II of the study to generate primary data on classified ads
in particular. Here are specific objectives which the survey is
designed to answer:
1) To draw up a profile for current readers of classified
ads of respective newspapers.
2) To assess readers' attitudes towards the Classified Ads
section of the two papers.
3) To explore variables that might be related to readers'
attitude and to see if there is any significant
difference in attitude among groups of readers.
4) To establish the level of awareness of current
advertising strategies. among groups of readers.
5) To find out the media habit of current and potential
readers.
6) To recommend possible strategies for both HKS and SCMP
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concerning future promotion and improvement of their
classified adss section.
Limitations
1) There is no effective respondent in the 40 to 55 age group.
During the time and at the locations of the interviews, there
were not many people of the age of 40 to 55. The
interviewers did approach a few but they refused to be
interviewed. Therefore, no analysis can be done on this
segment of the population.
2) As far as the readers of both papers are concerned, when
expressing opinion on the attitude scale for two papers
simultaneously, a clouding or interference effect may occur.
Answers given for the next asked paper may be influenced
by answers given earlier for the first asked paper.
3) It is difficult to locate the real universe of people reading
classified ads of either or both English newspapers, the
districts selected are only an expedient based on the
expert opinion of the newspaper marketing people.
4) The total respondents reading HKS is 56, but among them only
14 read the paper alone for its classified ads. Also, the
group aged 16 to 19 and the group with some secondary
education are too few in number that it imposes some





A structured, undisguised, personal interview was used so
that questions could be carefully thought out and orderly answers
could be obtained to facilitate data analysis. Steps in
developing the questionnaire are presented as follows:
1) Indepth Interview
Interviews were carried out to explore dimensions which form
useful information for establishing reader profile, and
variables that might influence readers' attitudes towards
the two English newspapers and their classified ads in
particular. The results served as guidelines in designing
the questionnaire. There were 20 subjects in total obtained
through a combination of convenience and judgement methods.
Subjects are aged from 18 to 36, including both job-seekers
and non job-seekers. Their occupations include secondary
student, fresh university graduate, clerical staff,
administrative staff, marketing representative, business
executive and reporter. These combinations are designed to
ensure a more representative and balanced viewpoint.
2) Revisions and Pre-test
After the questionnaire was drafted, a two-stage preliminary
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test was conducted first with four acquaintances of the
researchers as subjects. After that, a second draft was
submitted to the supervisor for revisions on sequence,
contents and wordings. On February 6, the researchers
carried out the second stage of the pre-test with ten
randomly selected people in Tsimshatsui, one of the
locations where the actual survey will be conducted. A
final draft was obtained after checking for ambiguities and
confusions in meaning or phrasing, as well as choice
inexhaustiveness.
Areas of Investigations
1) Reading Habit Profile
To identify readers of respective newspapers and obtain data
on their reading habit which mainly include:
a) Incidences of brand(paper)-switching in the past year
b) Frequency of reading
c) Reading on which day of the week
d) By whom is the issue purchased
e) Other sections that are being read
f) Purpose of reading
g) Other papers' classified ads that are being read
2) Attitude Scale that Measures the Following Dimensions
a) Readability/ Appearance/ Ease of reference
b) Effectiveness
c) Image
d) Perception bias about the relative coverage of different
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job categories
3) Media habit intended to decide by what channels the
promotional messages can be reached
4) Awareness of current advertising activities on classified
ads sections, including
a) Recall rate of the ads and the media used
b) Feature(s) the respondents can recall
5) Classification data consisting of sex, age, education,
family and personal income, and occupation
For details of the actual questionnaire and its English
version, please refer to Appendices 1 and 2.
Content Analysis
A content analysis was done on both HKS and SCMP to measure
the coverage of five different job categories, the classification






A photocopy of the actual index with specific descriptions of
each category can be found in Appendix 3.
The results of the content analysis are to be matched
against the readers' perception to see if discrepancies exist.
Coverage was measured by the total space occupied by each
category and their respective absolute quantities.
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The issues to be analysed were picked by randomly selecting
a certain month among all typical months, leaving out months with
special festivals which may affect the normal pattern of job
recruitment classified ads. Then one of the four weeks in that
month was randomly chosen. The Friday JOBMARKET of HKS and the
Saturday Classified Post of SCMP that appears on the next day
were selected as the most representative days where job
recruitment classified ads are concentrated respectively. The
days being picked were November 28, 1986 for JOBMARKET and
November 29, 1986 for Classified Post.
Sampling Design
The population of this survey are those who read job
recruitment classified ads of English newspapers in Hong Kong.
The exact number of the population is unknown. However, they are
among the 286,000(1) people in Hong Kong who read SCMP and/ or
HKS. People who do not read classified ads in English newspapers
are identified and left out by means of a screening question.
Sample size is 200.
Questionnaires were administered in Central, Tsimshatsui,
Wanchai, and Causeway Bay where sales of English newspapers are
concentrated, according to Mr. Ken Carr, the Marketing Director
of HKS. Questionnaires were evenly distributed among the four
districts as no information on their relative proportion of sales
was available. Thus the sampling frame was all people who read
classified ads of English newspapers and turned up where the
interviewers were stationed in these four areas at a randomly
selected time frame. The days on which interviews would be
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conducted were determined by counting every fourth day with a
random start of day three (Wednesday) generated by throwing a
dice. As for the time of the day, possible interviewing time,
that is, 10:30 am to 6:30 pm was divided into four exhaustive
segments of two hours, from which one was randomly selected and
followed consistently throughout the days of interview.
Respondents were approached by counting every fifth person
passing by where the interviewers were stationed. However, in
order to avoid serious imbalance of sex of the respondents, male
subjects were controlled at 56%, the average percentage of male
readers of both HKS and SCMP, as given in a recent survey by AGB
McNair Hongkong Limited.(2)
Data Collection
The survey was carried out within three weeks in February.
During the interviews, cards were handed to respondents in order
to clarify questions, reduce embarrassment concerning personal
information and ensure correct responses.
Data Analysis Method
The SpssX statistical package was used for data analysis.
Major techniques used were simple statistics and cross-tabulation
to summarize the data and work out readers' profile. Some
statistical tests were also applied to reckon the significance of
difference among various groups.
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Endnotes
1. Figures based on the SRH RARD 3 Report
2. Readership Survey of English Newspapers, AGB McNair
Hongkong Limited. A survey commissioned by HKS.
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CHAPTER IV
A REVIEW OF THE MARKET SITUATION
Market Segmentation
From interviews with marketing people of both papers, it
seems that both HKS and SCMP identify their target market
segments largely by demographic factors, such as sex, age,
income, education and occupation, etc. At present, HKS has its
classified ads aimed mainly at the middle and lower income group,
in which she finds herself quite strong in combined readership
(Sing Tao Jih Pao and HKS) as compared to that of SCMP. Whereas
SCMP is aiming her classified ads at middle to upper income with
higher education and occupation status. From a recent survey
conducted by AGB McNair for HKS in 1986, a brief comparison of
readers' profile for both papers can be summarized as follows:








































Source: Hong Kong English Newspaper Readership Survey, 1986 by
AGB McNair Hongkong Limited
This survey, carried out by an independent research agency,
but commissioned by HKS, should best be compared to the SRH Media
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Index General Report in 1986. Its research results on SCMP
reader profile is included in Appendix 4, though figures may not
be directly comparable due to different classification criteria.
Readership figures derived from these two studies also have
great discrepancies. SRH RARD 3 reports a 258,000 figure for
SCMP readers and 28,000 readers for HKS. According to the AGB
McNair Survey, HKS and SCMP readers are projected at 96,000 and
214,000 respectively. One reason which may explain this
discrepancy is that SRH uses the method of smoothing average
while AGB McNair employs the one-shot methodology in generating
the readership figures. Of course, the question of which method
is more valid is subject to heated debate.
The SRH Survey results indicate that as compared to HKS,
SCMP has more male and non-Chinese readers. Also, readers prone
to be older and have a higher education level. More incidents




Some features are introduced in launching the HKS Friday
JOBMAR XET:
1. JOBMARKET is divided into five categories of job
classifications, namely, Marketing, Management, Clerical,
Technical and General. An index on the front page of the
JOBMARKET supplement indicates on which page the readers can
find the job categories he(she) is interested in. This
feature aims at achieving easy reference by the reader.
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2. Advertisements are accepted in either English or Chinese or
both. It is reasoned that the Chinese language would have
growing significance in the runup to 1997. Besides, maybe
the person wanted by a particular company is not required to
speak English in his job, so it is more appropriate to reach
him in his native language rather than in English.
3. JOBMARKET is published on every Friday, which is one day
before SCMP's heavily concentrated recruitment classified
day. So, the JOBMARKET is intended to have something of a
pre-emptive nature.
4. Friday JOBMARKET only publishes recruitment advertisements
and would not include classified on property, general
notices, articles or sales, etc as the SCMP does.(l)
South China Morning Post
SCMP, on the other hand, has an overall index for the whole
classified section without detailed breakdown for job categories.
In fact, Chinese ads are also accepted occasionally if client
insists. Moreover, SCMP does have something original to offer.
Now SCMP is including a great deal of editorial backups for the
recruitment classifieds. Every Tuesday in the main paper there
is the Computer Job Day. Information on new hardwares or
softwares is reported. Besides, Sales and Marketing Post is
included on Friday as tips for job hunters. Lastly, the Sunday
Executive Post features executive gossips.
Of course, in considering product benefits of the
recruitment classifieds, image and effectiveness have to be taken
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into consideration. SCMP has always claimed to have the biggest
and best (2) Classified Post in Hong Kong, or the Number 1 for
jobs for everyday (3), while HKS speaks of herself as the most
cost-effective medium in town.(4) Is is obvious that the former
intends to create an elitist image and the latter tries to
promote its value for money. As for effectiveness, on the other
hand, no figure is available, so it is impossible to measure
from the readers' perspective. Even if the number of responses
advertisers receive is known, that would not mean much, because
quality of responses also matters.
Distribution Channels
The discussion of distribution channles is twofold, that is
distribution to readers and advertisers. For the distribution to
readers, both HKS and SCMP sell a great number of their issues
through street vendors. Street vendors from all over the-
territory collect the papers at designated collection points well
before dawn. Both papers offers a concessionary wholesale price,
the only difference is that for HKS, the leftover papers cannot
be redeemed and the vendors have to shoulder the loss of not
selling out the papers. Whereas for SCMP, the vendors will be
given as many issues as they wish without charge, unsold papers
could be returned at the end of the day and the bill will be
settled at the end of an agreed-on time frame. SCMP has yet
another distribution channel, it has-its own subscription service
which offers home or office delivery service to subscribers.
Subscribers could subscribe on a daily basis or merely on
Sundays.
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The distribution channels opened to classified section are
those for the advertisers. For both papers, advertisements can
be sent to the offices by telephone, telex or fascimile. In this
respect, HKS seems to offer slightly more convenience because it
has the valuable link of Sing Tao newspaper offices which has 12
dropping off points on the island, 9 on the Kowloon side and 4
in the New Territories. However, for SCMP, there are only three
offices on each side of the Victoria Harbour but none in the New
Territories.
Pricing
To the readers, it is the cover price which matters, whereas
to the advertisers, it is the rates. HKS is now sold at the
cover price $1.50, fifty cents cheaper than SCMP. Both prices
certainly cannot cover the cost incurred in printing the papers.
The advertisement rates are where the big money lies.
Comparing absolute rates, HKS is obviously much cheaper than
SCMP. This is not only evident in basic rates, but is also true
for other features and preferential rates offered by HKS such as
discounts for volume, frequency, series insertion, charter
membership(5) etc though basically both papers offer
preferential items similar in nature. The following table sums
up the differences:
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Table 4.2: A comparison of pricing for classified advertising in
HKS and SCMP
All rates are expressed in Hong Kong Dollars per single column
centimetre (c.cm)
HKS($) SCMP($)
Basic rate: normal 43 70
N.A.charter member 41
$36 for first 20 words, N.A.Small classified
$1.5 for each additional word
133N.A.Front page
93N.A.Specified page
+ 50%+ 50%Specified position
12550Box number: local
245100overseas















HKS: Series package- classified ads booked for 3 days will
receive a FREE advertisement on the fourth day.
SCMP: Weekend Recruitment Package- advertisements booked on
Saturday and Sunday in Executive Post or regular Sunday
Classifieds will receive Friday's insertion free.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Source: South China Morning Post: Monday to Sunday Classified
Post: Rate Card No. 12 Hong Kong Standard Rate Card
In terms of cost per thousand (CPT) readers, SCMP is much
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cheaper according to the readership figures by Survey Research
Hongkong Limited.
If calculation is based on readership figures given by AGB
McNair report, CPT figures for both paper are quite close as
shown in Table 4.3. It is not easy to draw a conclusion as to
the sources of such a great discrepancy which hinges on the
controversial readership figures. Taking an average of the two
may be of reference value to advertisers, despite the fact that
its accuracy is open to question. For all three sets of figures,
HKS is more expensive.
Table 4.3: A comparison of CPT* for classified advertising in
HKS and SCMP
Based on readership of 1986 survey result by:










Both papers have launched advertising on TV, radio,
outdoor spots (eg, MTR), newspapers and other print media. HKS
in particular carries out separate campaigns for readers and
advertisers. The reader campaign is primarily from the
audience's viewpoint. The first campaign has the slogan as If
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you're looking for a job that's a cut above the rest, then
Friday's the best. These advertisement, are rendered in a style
more colloquial and intended'to be ear and'eye catching. The
same can be said of the recent advertisements at the MTR. The ad
features a full-page JOBMARIET full of holes to indicate that
jobs are so attractive that they are instantly torn away. As far
as the advertiser campaign is concerned, the presentation is
concentrated mainly on value for money and good response to
advertisements. Other points to be promoted are: cost-
effectiveness, freedom to use both languages, attractive CPT in
the middle to lower management level and a high white collar
readership and a younger audience, the facility to publish
advertisements one day earlier than the normal practice etc.
SCMP's advertisements have been using the slogan Better
job, Better people which is more serious in tone and is aimed at
both readers and audiences. Shots rendering the same theme are
also put up at the MTR. just recently, a new series of print ads
and MTR posters adopt a different approach of humour. The theme
is still stressed on reinforcing the best or Number 1 image.
Promotional Activities
Heavy promotional efforts were paid to boost the launch
of the new HKS in 1985, including the introduction of the
aformentioned Charter membership a press, radio and TV
Booster campaign during SCMP's price rise in July 1985 sales
presentation for the Friday JOBMARKET to major advertisers,
advertising agencies and personnel recruitment agencies. There
are also back-up promotions among young readers such as the
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JOBMARKET career seminars.(6)
SCMP also adopts new features to boost its Classified
Post. Apart from the editorials on computer, tips for job-
hunter, executive gossip mentioned before, there is the Weekend
Recruitment Package introduced in August 1986. At present, SCMP
is agressively recruiting sales staff and gives them quality
training to provide better services to advertisers.
Endnotes
1. Ken Carr, Marketing Report for Friday JOBMARKET
2. From SCMP's advertisement on her own paper (Feb 21, 1987)
3. From SCMP's advertisement on her own paper (March 7, 1987)
4. From SCMP's advertisement on her own paper (Feb 21, 1987)
5. Charter Membership is offered to companies wishing to become
Charter members at preferential rate, personal service and
instant credit. Currently there are around 2,000 companies
in this category who have become regular advertisers,
according to Mr. Ken Carr's marketing report.
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CHAPTER V
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
In answering the questions of interest we have raised in
order to market and promote the recruitment classified ads of the
English newspapers, analysis will be divided into several parts:
1) Profile of readers of classified ads of respective newspapers.
Respondents are divided into three groups: HKS readers, SCMP
readers and readers who read both. Their characteristics, reading
habits will be highlighted.
2) Attitudes towards the classified ads of both papers among
different groupings are compared to explore variables which may
influence attitudes. The researchers also attempt to assess the
significance of difference in attitudes among groups.
3) Readers' impression of the relative space coverage of
different job categories are examined as one of the indicators of
the image of recruitment classified ads of respective papers.
4) Awareness of existing advertising campaign is also assessed
among different groups audience.
For convenience sake, from now on these groups of readers
may be called by abbreviated names specified as follows:
People who read HKS only: H Group
People who read SCMP only: S Group
People who read both papers: HS Group.
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Reader Profile of Recruitment Classified of HKS and SCMP






Of the 200 respondents, an overwhelming 93% read the
Classified Post of SCMP, among whom only 42 are readers of HKS
simultaneously. HKS readers in total, including the HS group,
amount to 28% only.
Demographic Characteristics
Sex
Comparing among groups of readers, there is a higher
incidences of male reading both papers. Also, it seems that HKS
captures more male readers than SCMP does. However, there may be
some reservations on this point because the size of HKS only
readers is as small as 14. Table 5.1.2 cross-tabulates sex with
reader groups:
Table 5.1.2: Sex composition of readers of H/S/HS group
TotalFemaleMale
No.No.No.




Both S and HS group are heavily concentrated in the 20 to 29
age segment, with 65.28% and 64.29% respectively. By comparison,
HKS has a higher percentage of 35.71% of young readers, which is
consistent with past research fingings, though the absolute
percentage is not directly comparable. Anyway, overall majority
of readers are of the age 20 to 29. This is understandable
because this is the group most likely to be job-hunters. A more
concise picture of age distribution among these groups of readers
is shown below:




72.0026.39 1443894 65.288.3312S group
21.009.52 72427 64.2926.1911HS group
200 100.0022.545127 63.5014.0028Total
Education
Over half of the respondents (51.5%) have post secondary
education. As contrasted with a mere 28.57% of HKS classified
readers among the respondents, 54.86% of SCMP classified readers
have attained tertiary education level. This can be considered as
consistent with the general impression that readers of SCMP
classified and even the paper as a whole are more educated. HKS
readers are more likely to be secondary school graduates. All of
the respondents reading classified ads of English newspapers have
at least some secondary education. The following table summarizes
the frequency and percentage distribution across reader groups:
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Table 5.1.4: Educational levels of readers of H/S/HS group
Some Secondary Post-Sec. or Total
Secondary Completed University
No. No. No. No.
2 14.29 8 57.14 4 28.57 14 7.00H group
8 5.56 57 39.58 79 54.86 144 72.00S group
3 207.14 47.6219 45.24 42 21.00HS group
200 100.0Total 13 6.50 84 42.00 103 51.50
Income
For family and personal income, it is observed that in
general SCMP classified readers are more concentrated in the
higher income bracket and HKS reader group usually falls into the
lower bracket. The HS group steers in the middle in terms of
income. However, observations in certain categories are so few
that the percentages are somehow distorted. At any event, a
certain pattern of income distribution can be extracted from
Table 5.1.5.
Table 5.1.5: Family personal income distribution of readers of
H/S/HS group
TotalHS groupS groupH group
No.No.No.No.Family Income
2.0044.7620.6917.141$3,999- 45 22.5021.43931 21.5335.715$4,000-7,999 75 37.5018 42.8652 36.1135.745$8,000-14,999 46 23.0019.05837 25.697.141$15,000-24,999 30 15.0011.9523 15.9714.292$25,000+
42.00 200 100.00427.00 144 42.0014Total
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TotalH group S group HS group
Personal Income No. No. No. No.
9 64.29 51 35.42 22 52.38 82 41.00$3,999-
2 14.29 63 43.75 17 40.48 82 41.00$4,000-7,999
1 7.14 23 15.97 0 0.00 24 12.00$8,000-14,999
2.781 4 3 8 4.007.14 7.14$15,000-24,999
2.08 4 2.001 0 0.007.14 3$25,000+
21.00 200 100.00Total 14 7.00) 144 72.00 42
Occupation
From Table 5.1.6, it is evident that HKS's recruitment
classified is strong in the White Collar (64.29%) Category. On
the other hand, SCMP also has a high percentage of White Collar
(42.36%) reading its classified. By comparison, SCMP is more
popular among executives (18.06%) and professional/top management
(25%) than HKS's figures of 0% and 14.29% respectively. Among
people who read both papers, white collar (45.24%) and student
(21.43%) are the predominant groups. However, HKS gets a higher
percentage of student readers (14.29%) than SCMP (6.25%) does.
Table 5.1.6: Occupation status of readers of H/S/HS group
TotalHS groupS groupH group
No.No.No.No.
4.0082.3814.1767.141Blue Collar
89 44.5019 45.2461 42.3664.299White Collar
0.0000.0000.0000.000Employer
34 17.0019.05826 18.060.000Executive/Admin. 41 20.507.14336 35.0014.29Prof./Top Mangt. 2
20 10.0021.43921.43914.292Student 3.5074.7623.4750.000Unemployed 0.5010.0000.6910.000Others
100.0021.00 200427.00 144 72.0014Total
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Reading and Buying Habit
Customer loyalty
A large majority (89.5%) of the respondents can be
considered loyal readers who have not changed their habit of
reading the classified ads of a particular paper in the past
year. However, it is interesting to note that among the 11 brand-
switchers who read both papers, ten indicated that they had begun
reading HKS in addition to SCMP while only one of them began to
read SCMP in addition to HKS. Also, taking into consideration the
21.43% and 3.47% of readers newly switched to reading HKS and
SCMP respectively, it seems that SCMP already has a stable
audience but HKS is now attracting more newcomers. Chances are
that SCMP is so well-established in the recruitment market that
it has already retained quite a number of loyal customers. HKS,
on the other hand, was only re-launched in late 1985 with the new
concept of JOBMARKET. With its short history, HKS tends to have
a higher possibility of attracting new readers. Table 5.1.7 in
Appendix 5 is illustrative of customer loyalty of both papers
among three groups of readers.
Frequent and non-frequent readers
Frequent readers are defined as those who read the
classified ads more than once every week. A higher incidences of
frequent reader (19.44%) can be observed from the group who read
SCMP classified only. There are only 14.29% of frequent readers
among the respondents who read HKS classified only. As for the
group who read both, SCMP is found to be much more frequently
read (23.81%) than HKS (9.52%). So, apart from having a high
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readership, SCMP is also much stronger in having readers who
read its classified frequently. Appendix 6 is a table showing
breakdown of frequent and non-frequent readers across groups.
Days on which classified are read by more people
As common expectation dictates, more people read classified
ads on days when classified ads are concentrated. All 14 (100%)
respondents in the H group indicate that they do read
JOBMARKET, while 36 (85.71%) out of 42 respondents reading both
papers read JOBMARKET. For the 144 readers in the S group, 123
85.42%) read the Saturday Classified Post, while 39 (92.86%)
among 42 HS group readers read the Saturday issue. There is no
conspicuous pattern of incidences of reading on the other days of
the week. Besides Saturday, the Friday classified issue of SCMP
is the day that attracts most readers, but the percentage is only
21.53% for the S group and 21.43% for those who read both papers.
This hardly measures up to the heavy reading of the Saturday
Classified Post. Even the Wednesday SCMP issue, which is
generally seen as another concentrated day on a much smaller
scale, only receives a negligible increase in incidences of
reading. Table 5.1.9 in Appendix 7 shows the details.
Respondents are generally quite satisfied with the existing
arrangements for recruitment classified ads to be concentrated on
Friday and Saturday for HKS and SCMP respectively. 82.46% of H
group and HS group either say that there is no need to change or
check no opinion on the question. For S group and HS group as a
whole, the corresponding percentage is 86.02%. Among those who
prefer some changes, they would like HKS to concentrate on
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Tuesday too. Whereas for SCMP, three days, namely, Wednesday,
Sunday and Monday are popular days for concentration in
descending order.
Other sections being read
It is understandable that people seek for different contents
in different newspapers. Overall speaking, among all classified
readers being interviewed, sections most widely read are business
section, ads other than classified, special features in
descending order of popularity. Table 5.1.10 shows that HKS is
stronger than SCMP in only two categories, namely, entertainment
and race. In all the other sections, SCMP are much more widely
read with local news, international news, business, editorials,
special features as the most favoured sections.. Taking the paper
as a whole, SCMP is not only stronger in Classified Post, its
other contents are also more attractive. Table 5.1.11 in Appendix
8 details out the percentage figure. Table 5.1.10 below briefly
sums up the order of popularity for each section across groups of
readers.
Table 5.1.10: Relative popularity of sections other than
classified among readers of H/S/HS group
S HS groupH HS group
for SCMPfor HKS groupgroup
1 (1)1 (2)2*(4) 1 (3)Local News
2 (2)2 (1)2 (3)1 (3)International News
4 (2)7 (4)3 (2)3 (1)Entertainment 8 (2)6 (1)8 (4)4 (3)Ads(excude
classified ads)
6 (2)3 (1)5 (3)4 (4)Editor's Column
9 (2)9 (1)9 (3)6 (4)Sports News
7 (1)8 (2)5 (3)8 (4)Letters to Editor
3 (1)3 (2)7 (3)6 (4)Finance Business
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H SHS group HS group
for HKS for SCMPgroup group
Racing Information 10(3) 10(2) 10(3)8 (1)
Special Features 10(4) 4 (3) 5 (2)5 (1)
1= most popular 10= least popular
Popularity as measured by percentage of readers reading
that particular section across the four reader groups.
Reason for reading recruitment classified section
The primary motive for people reading SCMP is job-hunting
including those currently looking for jobs and wanting to change
job. Percentage of respondents checking this category is 66.67%
for S group and 35.71% for H group. HKS classified readers have
as their major objective keeping track of current market
situation (71.43%). The corresponding percentage figure for S
group is 56.94%. A higher percentage of the S group read for
friends or relatives but H group has a higher percentage of
people reading classified as a means to kill time. Most probably
advertisers of SCMP are receiving more responses than their
counterparts of HKS because more SCMP readers are genuine job-
seekers. Table 5.1.12 in Appendix 9 illustrates the percentage
distribution.
Whether the respondents read Chinese newspaper's
recruitment classified
Most of the respondents do not read classified of Chinese
newspaper, the percentage figure is 64.29% for H group, 65.28%
for S group, 59.52% for HS group. There seems to be little
difference among the groups in this respect. It is not surprising
because while there may be intense competition among English
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papers and Chinese papers as two separate camps in the
recruitment market, basically the two camps serve very different
advertisers and audiences. Positions advertised in English
papers' classified section usually require a certain level of
English proficiency as one of the prerequisites. This already
precludes some occupation categories, for example, jobs primarily
requiring manual labour. In fact, the new move by HKS to launch
the bilingual JOBMARKET is an attempt to capture classified
readers of both English and Chinese language newspapers.
For those respondents who also read classified in Chinese
papers, Sing-Tao is the choice quoted most often. In fact, Sing
Tao can be considered quite strong in recruitment classified
among the Chinese papers and is offering comparatively prime
jobs. Other Chinese papers' classified being read are the
Oriental Daily, Sing Pao Daily News and Wah Kiu Yat Po in
descending order of popularity.
People read Chinese papers' classified for basically the
same reasons as they read English newspaper' classified. The
primary objective is job-hunting and the secondary objective is
keeping abreast of market situation.
Whether the respondents purchase the newspapers
65.97% of SCMP readers purchase the issues they read, but
only 42.86% of HKS readers do so. However, 28.57% of HKS readers
read the issues purchased by family members or friends as
compared with the 22.92% of SCMP readers doing so. In fact, quite
a number of respondents from the H group indicate during the
interviews that they read HKS when they occasionally find one at
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home. They have neither the action nor intention to buy one. It
is highly possible that more SCMP readers have motivation for the
purchase action. As far as the HS group is concerned, it is
entirely within expectation that they get the newspaper from more
sources as people seldom buy two English newspapers at the same
time. However, there is still an overwhelming majority (66.67%)
who buy the paper themselves. Besides, reading at office or place
of work without having to purchase the papers receive an
impressive 21.43% for HS group in contrast to 14.29% for group H
and 13.19% for group S. Supposedly, people read more than one
English newspaper because free issue are available. Although this
also entails a choice among all newspaper copies at offices, the
choice does not necessarily mean buying action. At any event,
readership is considered more important than circulation figures
by advertisers. Table 5.1.13 in Appendix 10 shows from what
sources the readers have the newspaper copies.
Media Habit
To get the promotional message across, relevant media are
important in several dimensions. In the first place, it is to
reach more audience who bear many similar characteristics as the
newspaper's current readers and are likely to become potential
customers. Secondly, if promotional/ advertising messages are
aimed at the competitor paper's readers, understanding the media
habits of different reader groups also precipitates the right
choice.
Transportation means
78.57% of the group use bus as a regular transport means,
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only 50% of them take MTR. The reverse is true for the S group,
74.31% of them use MTR while 60.42% travel by bus. As for the HS
group, they also travel more by bus (78.75%) than by MTR
(71.43%). MTR seems to be a medium more effective for SCMP than
for HKS. Ferry may be an unexpensive means of promotion but the
effect is doubtful. Only 7.14% of group H take ferry, 12.5% of
group S take ferry while 16.67% of group HS do so. The KCR can
provide light boxes for advertisements of quality similar to that
of the MTR, but a rather unfavourable percentage of respondents
report using it.
Television and radio
An overwhelming majority of the respondents watch the Jade
Channel. The percentage are 100% for H group, 81.25% for S group
and 80.95% for HS group. Pearl watchers account for only 14.29%
of the H group, 30.56% of the S group and 33.33% of the HS group.
Viewers of ATV Diamond and ATV Gold among the respondents are
nominal. Viewing time is primarily the period from 6 to 10 p.m.
When 85.71% of the H group, 74.31% of the S group and 73.81% of
the HS group watch TV. The next concentrated period is after 10
p.m. Viewers account for 35.71% of the H group, 18.75% of the S
group, and 19.05% of the HS group. It is interesting to note that
the H group as a whole seems to watch television for longer time
than the S group, as judged by the higher percentage figures in
both periods for the H group. So, it is logical to conclude that
television may be an effective means to reach readers of HKS's
classified. However, the S group and HS group are almost
identical in television viewing habit in terms of percentages.
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As for the radio, most repsondents do not have regular habit
listening to commercial radio. Percentage figures are 85.71% for
H group, 79.17% for S group and 61.9% for HS group. For those who
do listen, CR2 is the most popular station. Listening time mainly
falls into 2 periods: 6 to 9 p.m. at night and 10 p.m to 2 a.m.
in the morning. Nevertheless, judging from the findings,
commercial radio is not effective in reaching the universe who
read classified in English newspapers.
Print media
16.67% of both S and HS group do not read magazines, while a
slightly lower percentage (14.29%) of H group do not read
magazine. But taken as a whole the S group reads a wider variety
of magazines than the H group, but in turn, the HS group reads
more kinds of magazines than the S group. Magazines with over 20%
readership of each group is listed below in descending order of
popularity.
'H group: Entertainment (28.57%), Finance(28.57%),
Arts and literary (21.43%)
S group: Entertainment (32.64%), Current Affairs (31.9%),
Professional (28.47%), Financial (26.40%)
HS group: Entertainment (38.1%), Current Affairs (33.33%),
Professional (28.82%), Finance (28.57%),
Arts and literary (23.81%)
The same phenomenon exists in reading habit of Chinese
newspapers. 85.71% of group H, 88.19% of group S, and 92.86% of
group HS read Chinese newpspaper in addition to English
newspaper. For all three groups of readers, Oriental Daily is
the most read paper. It is followed by Ming Pao, Sing Pao Daily
News, Sing Tao Jih/ Wen Pao and Economic Daily in descending
order of popularity. When group by group analysis is made,
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Oriental Daily still holds its first position. For H group, Sing
Pao Daily News and Ming Pao are the second and third most read
paper. As for both S and HS group, Ming Pao and Economic Daily
are the second and third most read paper.
It seems that it is quite effective to get across to the
universe of the respondents who read classified in English papers
through the print media. This is particularly true for S and HS
reader groups who appear to be consuming a lot of newspapers and
publications.
Exploring Potential Variables Influencing Attitudes
Towards The Classified Sections Of HKS And SCMP
Semantic differentials are the tool used to present and
compare the attitude of different groups towards the recruitment
classifieds of both papers. Attitude means of each group are
calculated and put forward in graphs to facilitate analysis.
Tests of significance of differences are also conducted to see if
the difference between the group means are too great to be
attributed to chance sampling errors or whether the samples are
drawn from populations with unequal means. Since the population
variance is unknown, and the sampling method and size can allow
the assumptions that distribution is normal, t-tests are used to
test group means while one-factor analysis of variance are used
as a generalization of the t-tests where groups exceed 2. As
differences in both directions are important, the tests are two-
tailed with a significance level of 0.05. Tests are carried out
using reader and demographic groups as independent variables in
order to explore the source of differences in attitudes.
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Tables 5.2.1 summarizes the comparison of reader groups
attitudes on each item with respect to the paper they read. The
group that agrees more strongly to the statement in each item is
distinguished with a cross. Where attitude means are
significantly different between these two groups, the item is
marked with an asterik. T-test is used here with the null
hypothesis as:
The graphs which visualize the magnitude of differences on a five-
point scale are included from Appendices 11 to 14 for the four
reader group classification.
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Attitude Differences towards HKS and/ or SCMP Across Reader Groups
Table 5.2.1 Attitude differences towards HKS and/ or SCMP across reader groups
Towards HKS SCMP respectively Towards HKSITEMS H group S group Two-tail H group HS group Two-tail
14 cases 144 cases probability 14 cases 42 cases probability
A. Readability
1. It is easy to locate 0.640 0.067an ad you have in mind.
2. It has a easy-to-read 0.299 0.115layout.
B. Effectiveness
3. Many big companies 0.005 0.396place their job re-
cruitment ads in this
paper.
4. The ads cover a lot of 0.143 0.163different job categories.
5. More and more people will 0.858 0.764
read the paper's class-
ified ads.
C. Image
6. This paper is doing better 0.000* 0.238than before.
7. The classified ads' section 0.000* 0.033is on of the paper's strong
selling point.
8. This paper is read by many 0.000* 0.662
top executives or profes-
sional.
9. Most of the people you know 0.000* 0.184
read this paper's classified
ads.
10. Most of the advertisers of 0.330 0.909this paper's classified ads
are reliable.
11. Reading this paper's class- 0.124 0.180ified ads is a good way to
look for job in a small
sized company.( less than
100 employees)
12. Bilingual ads are more pre- 0.002* 0 .034'ferable than merely English
ads.
13. A paper carrying Govt's ads 0.328 0.443is more prestigious.
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Towards SCMP Towards HKS SCMP respectively
ITEMS S group HS group Two-tail HS group HS group Two-tail
144 cases 42 cases probability 42 cases 42 cases probability
A. Readability
1. It is easy to locate 0.468 0.133
an ad you have in mind.
2. It has a easy-to-read 0.340 0.047*
layout.
B. Effectiveness
3. Many big companies 0.778 0.000*
place their job re-
cruitment ads in this
paper.
4. The ads cover a lot of 0.774 0.860
different job categories.
5. More and more people will 0.322 0.886
read the paper's class-
ified ads.
C. Image
6. This paper is doing better 0.200 0.014*
than before.
7. The classified ads' section 0.642 0.000*
is on of the paper's strong
selling point.
8. This paper is read by many 0.788 0.000*
top executives or profes-
sional.
9. Most of the people you know 0.575 0.000*
read this paper's classified
ads.
10. Most of the advertisers of 0.224 0.262
this paper's classified ads
are reliable.
11. Reading this paper's class- 0.318 0.037*
ified ads is a good way to
look for job in a small
sized company.( less than
100 employees)
12. Bilingual ads are more pre- 0.264
ferable than merely English
ads.
13. A paper carrying Govt's ads 0.834
is more prestigious.
x: This group agree strong to this statement. NY~
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn
from population with unequal means.
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Comparing H group and S group's attitudes towards the
classified section of the respective papers they read, HKS
elicits more positive attitude on layout in terms of readability,
while SCMP gets the S group more strongly agree on its ease of
reference. HKS is not strong in both effectiveness and image.
Of course, it is desirable that the H group agrees that more
people would be reading the paper's classified, but this may be
attributed to their impression that SCMP has already got the
market it can get. HKS classified as a good way to find jobs in
small companies can be a mixed blessing. It may attract people
looking for jobs in these companies. On the other hand, it does
reflect that HKS does not have an image of having big advertisers
offering prime jobs. SCMP seems particularly strong in image,
not to mention the fact that all the four items on which it
receives higher rankings are found to be significant. H group is
more positive on bilingual ads, which is good news for HKS.
However, they also perceive the presence of government ads as
adding to the status of the newspaper's classified which SCMP
would be happy to hear.
Judging from the semantic diffentials in Appendix 12, the H
group has more extreme attitude than the HS group which has
majority of its group means fall into the 2.5 to 3 region.
Number of items more positively rated are almost equal in number
and quite evenly distributed among all three aspects on the
attitude scale for the two groups. No item shows significance
under the t-test except that the H group seems to find bilingual
ads much more desirable than the HS group does.
Group S and HS show much more convergence in attitude
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towards SCMP than groups H and HS find HKS. Just by looking at
the semantic differentials, the lines are very much close to be
almost identical. None of the items stands out from the
significance test. Anyway, HS group as a whole appears to show
more favourable attitude towards SCMP than the S group on almost
80% of the items. However, the HS group does prefer bilingual
ads more than the S group does.
In general, the pattern of attitude means for the HS group
towards both papers is similar to that of the H group and S group
towards either newspapers. However, the ups and downs on the
attitude scale are much more moderate for the HS group,
especially for their attitudes towards SCMP that linger within
the region of 2.2 to 3. HKS only receives higher ranking on four
aspects: it has easy reference, its classified has advertisers
from many different advertisers, the paper's classified is doing
better than before and it provides a good means to find jobs in
small companies. The latter two are statistically significant.
On all other items, SCMP is found to be more favourable. Once
again, its primary strength seems to lie in its image, with four
items being highly significant under the t-test.
Tables 5.2.2 to 5.2.8 compare demographic group attitudes on
each item. Table interpretation and tests of significance are
essentially the same as in the reader group section. However,
there are many case here with more than two groups, so crosses
are replaced by relative ranking to indicate how far respective
groups agree to the statements on each item. Besides, the null
hypothesis of the one-factor analysis of variance used here as a
generalization of the t-test is:
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Graphs of semantic differentials are presented from
Appendices 15 to 28 for the demographic groups.
Sex as a Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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Table 5.2.2: Attitude differences towards HKS between the Sex Groups
Towards HKS Towards SCMPITEMS Male Female Two-tail Male Female Two-tail34 cases 22 cases 104 casesprobability 82 cases probability
A. Readability
1. It is easy to locate 0.227 0.387
an ad you have in mind.
2. It has a easy-to-read 0.488 0.01211layout.
B. Effectiveness
3. Many big companies 0.276 0.558place their job re-
cruitment ads in this
paper.
4. The ads cover a lot of 0.753 0.898different job categories.
5. More and more people will 0.714 0.481
read the paper's class-
ified ads.
C. Image
6. This paper is doing better 0.409 0.016'than before.
7. The classified ads' section 0.981 0.788is on of the paper's strong
selling point.
8. This paper is read by many 0.987 0.271
top executives or profes-
sional.
9. Most of the people you know 0.628 0.160read this paper's classified
ads.
10. Most of the advertisers of 0.440 0.661this paper's classified ads
are reliable.
11. Reading this paper's class- 0.873 0.535ified ads is a good way to
look for job in a small
sized company.( less than
100 employees)
12. Bilingual ads are more pre- 0.898
ferable than merely English
ads.
13. A paper carrying Govt's ads 0.314is more prestigious
x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples
are drawn from population with unequal means.
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The female sex as a whole displays more positive attitude
towards HKS, however, the differences are not significant and sex
is definitely not the source of differences in attitude.
Sex cannot account for attitude differences towards SCMP
either. As seen from the semantic differentials in Appendix 16,
the two group means bear much resemblance. Once again, female as
a whole do show more positive attitudes towards SCMP. Only two
items emerge as significant from the t-test: the female sex
agrees much more adamantly to the statement that the paper has
easy-to-read layout and the paper's classified is doing better
than before.
Age as Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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Table 5.2.3: Attitude differences towards HKS SCMP among age groups
Towards HKS Towards SCMPITEMS 16-19 20-29 30-39 Sig. 16-19 20-29 30-39 Sig.
16 cases 33 cases 7 cases of F 23 cases 121 cases 42 cases of F
A. Readability
1. It is easy to locate 2 1 3 0.169 1 3 2 0.800
an ad you have in mind.
2. It has a easy-to-read 2 3 1 0.110 2 3 1 0.128layout.
B. Effectiveness
3. Many big companies 1 2 3 0.064 3 2 1 0.579place their job re-
cruitment ads in this
paper.
4. The ads cover a lot of 1 2 3 0.025' 1 3 2 0.492different job categories.
5. More and more people will 1 2 3 0.284 3 1 2 0.327
read the paper's class-
ified ads.
C. Image
6. This paper is doing better 2 1 3 0.919 1 2 3 0.221than before.
7. The classified ads' section 2 1 3 0.823 3 2 1 0.386is on of the paper's strong
selling point.
8. This paper is read by many 2 1 3 0.849 2 1 3 0.165
top executives or profes-
sional.
9. Most of the people you know 2 1 3 0.612 3 1 2 0.172
read this paper's classified
ads.
10. Most of the advertisers of 3 1 2 0.344 3 2 1 0.567this paper's classified ads
are reliable.
11. Reading this paper's class- 1 2 3 0.689 2 3 1 0.525ified ads is a good way to
look for job in a small
sized company.( less than
100 employees)
212. Bilingual ads are more pre- 1 3 0.004*
ferable than merely English
ads.
13. A paper carrying Govt's ads 1 3 2 0.048'is more prestigious
x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability. 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawnfrom population with unequal means.
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Table 5.2.3 indicates that for HKS readers, young people are
relatively more positive towards HKS's classified but older
people seem to favour SCMP's classified more among SCMP readers.
Bilingual ads and government ads are recurring items which are
significantly different among the group for both HKS and SCMP.
The youngest age group of 16 to 19 strongly agree that bilingual
ads are more desirable and the paper with government recruitment
ads is higher in status.
Education as a Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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Table 5.2.4: Attitude differences towards HKS SCMP among education groups- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Towards HKS Towards SCMP
ITEMS some sec. post- Sig. some sec. post- Sig.
sec. completed sec/above of F sec. completed sec/ above of F
5 cases 27 cases 24 cases 11 cases 76 cases 99 cases
A. Readability
1. It is easy to locate 2 1 3 0.572 3 1 2 0.040'
an ad you have in mind.
2. It has a easy-to-read 1 2 3 0.582 1 2 3 0.461
layout.
B. Effectiveness
3. Many big companies 2 1 3 0.009* 1 3 2 0.416
place their job re-
cruitment ads in this
paper.
4. The ads cover a lot of 3 1 2 0.171 3 1 2 0.318
different job categories.
5. More and more people will 1 2 3 0.364 3 2 1 0.926
read the paper's class-
ified ads.
C. Image
6. This paper is doing better 1 3 2 0.162 3 1 2 0.051
than before.
7. The classified ads' section 3 2 1 0.933 3 2 1 0.894
is on of the paper's strong
selling point.
8. This paper is read by many 2 1 3 0.723 3 2 1 0.011*
top executives or profes-
sional.
9. Most of the people you know 2 1 3 0.858 3 2 1 0.001*
read this paper's classified
ads.
10. Most of the advertisers of 1 2 3 0.571 1 2 3 0.753
this paper's classified ads
are reliable.
11. Reading this paper's class- 1 2 3 0.747 1 3 2 0.771
ified ads is a good way to
look for job in a small
sized company.( less than
100 employees)
2 3 0.003*12. Bilingual ads are more pre- 1
ferable than merely English
ads.
13. A paper carrying Govt's ads 1 2 3 0.028*
is more prestigious
x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn
from population with unequal means.
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The group with post-secondary education or above rate HKS
lower than the other two groups. As for SCMP, ratings are not as
one-sided as that of HKS. But in general, respondents with post-
secondary education or above are more positive towards SCMP.
Attitudes that are significantly different among the groups are
related with effectiveness for HKS and image for SCMP. The two
questions not corresponding to any particular papers as to the
desirability of bilingual ads and the status given to the paper
by the presence of government --ads are also significantly
different among the groups with the younger segment more
positively disposed to them.
Family Income as a Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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Note: Family income groups are reorganized into Low: $7,999 or
below Middle: $8,000 to $14,999 High: $15,000 or above so
that observations in each cell can exceed 5 to facilitate
more reliable analysis. Recoding is achieved by pooling
together groups so that the samples are more evenly
distributed in each group.
x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn from
population with unequal means.
As is consistent with previous findings, attitude pattern of
both family and personal income groups bears much resemblance to
educational group. Respondents with higher income are less
positive towards HKS and more positive towards SCMP. Nevetheless,
opinion do not vary significantly on SCMP on most of the items,
except item 9. The high income group rate higher the statement
that most of the people they know read SCMP's Classified Post.
As for Hong Kong Standard, people in the low income group hold
significantly more positive attitude towards the items that more
people will read the paper's classified ads and its classified is
a good way to seek for job in small-sized companies. Also,
people with lower income hold relatively positive attitudes
towards bilingual ads and the presence of government ads as
contributing to the status of the paper. Both items are
statistically important.
Personal Income as a Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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Note: Personal income groups are reorganized into Low: $3,999 or
below; Middle: $4,000 to $7,999; High: $8,000 or above so
that observations in each cell can exceed 5 to facilitate
more reliable analysis. Recoding is achieved by pooling
together groups so that the samples are more evenly
distributed in each group.
x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn from
population with unequal means.
Similar attitude pattern to the family income groups can
also apply to the personal income groups, with the higher income
group favouring SCMP more and the lower income group more
positive towards HKS in relative terms. It seems that personal
income is not a source of difference in attitude towards HKS.
However, for SCMP, this variable does account for some attitude
differences.
SCMP receives significantly positive attitudes on these
items: many large companies advertise their recruitment ads in
the paper, the paper is doing better than before and the paper
is a good means to hunt for jobs in small companies. Respondents
with lower education find bilingual ads more desirable and that
government ads help to raise the status of the paper s
classified. These two are significant statistically as well.
Occupation as a Variable of Attitude Differences
towards HKS SCMP
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1 4 3 2 0.063
2 4 3 1 0.161
Note: W: White Collar; EA: Executive Administrative; P TM:
Professional Too Manaaement: S: Student
v •
This group agree more strongly to this statement.
Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn from
population with unequal means.
Overall speaking, students and white collar are the groups
more favourably disposed to HKS's classified, while professional
top managerial hold the most positive attitude towards the SCMP
classified, then comes the student group. It seems that
occupation is not a variable that can powerfully explain the
attitude difference because only one item, that is, easy
reference for SCMP is statistically significant.
Awareness of Advertising Activities as a Variable of
Attitude Differences towards HKS SCMP
Table 5.2.8: Attitude differences towards HKS SCMP among groups
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x: This group agree more strongly to this statement.
*: Decision rule: Two-tail probability 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the samples are drawn from
population with unequal means.
It seems that awareness of the promotional ads does not have
important bearing on attitude towards respective papers.
Those unaware or cannot recall the content of ads on HKS
classified even display a slightly more positive attitude on
number of statements, particular for items related to
effectiveness. However, the group that are aware and can recall
the content of ads on SCMP classified ads does rate SCMP higher
in general.
Conclusion
To sum up, exploring reader groups as a variable of attitude
differences towards HKS and SCMP reveals that on the same
attitude scale, HKS and SCMP do receive some very significantly
different ratings. In general, the strength of SCMP lies
primarily in its image. The major aspects on which HKS is more
positively received is its easy-to-read layout, that its
classified is doing better and it is a good means to seek for
jobs in small companies.
There is no drastic difference among reader groups who read
either paper and the HS group who read both. It is true that
respondents do perceive the two papers differently.
Examination of the demographic groups reveals variables as
possible reasons that can explain some of the differences in
attitude. Roughly speaking, people with lower income and
educational level are more likely to have a relative more
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favourable attitude towards HKS. The reciprocal is true for
SCMP. Awareness of the promotional ads of respective does not
appear to bear close relation with attitude. If it does, the
impact is more favourable for SCMP than HKS.
An interesting point that needs to be mentioned is that
ratings for SCMP are quite close among different reader and
demographic groups. That means there is an overall greater
consensus of attitude towards SCMP.
This can easily be observed from the graphs of semantic
differentials shown in Appendices 15 to 28 depicting lines which
represent attitude means of different groups staying very much
close to each other in the case of SCMP. HKS in general receives
rather diverse ratings from various groups isolated for analysis.
The implications here are that maybe SCMP has a classified
section with long history and well established in the recruitment
market that people at large have already formed a definite
opinion about it which does not differ significantly across
demographic groups. On the other hand, HKS has only launched the
JOBMARKET for a comparatively short period and attitudes are
still diverse and not so definite as those of SCMP.
Any Perception Bias that may exist for the Space Coverage of
Classified Job Categories for Hong Kong Standard
and South China Morning Post
Content Analysis Results
Using the method specified in section 3.3, the second week
of November in 1986 was selected for the content analysis. The
two days when recruitment ads are concentrated for respective
newspapers were picked, November 28 for the JOBMARKET and
November 29 for the Classified Post. The results are shown as
follows with space coverage, quantities and their relative
percentages and ranking listed out.
Table 5.3.1: Content analysis of relative Space Ccverage and
quantities of classified job categories for HKS
and SCMP
Mnqt Mktq Tech Cler Gen Total
HKS:










































































r Mngt - Management
r Cler - Clerical
Mktg - Marketing
' Gen - General
Tech - Technical
Survey Results matched against Content Analysis Results
In the content analysis, the space coverage and number of
ads in each job category are taken into account because both are
relevant considerations and can serve as references for
advertisers. However, respondents were asked of their impression
of the relative space coverage only since this is more readily
understandable. Table 5.3.2 matches the survey results against
the content analysis results. The asterisks appear where the
former coincides with the latter taking reader or demographic
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groups as a whole.
Table 5.3.2: Respondent groups' impression of the relative space
coverage of classisfied job categories for HKS and
SCMP
GenClerMngt Mktg Tech
542 3Reader: H group
52321S group
5113'4 2HKS SCMP for H gp
513421HKS SCMP for S gp
5'1'3'23Sex: Male For H gp
53421For S gp
51432Female For H gp
53421For S gp
1432Age: 16-19 For H gp
5'5''1432For S gp
5'1'3,2'320-29 For H gp
5'3421For S gp












































































































Only groups with 5 or more observations are shown here.
By themselves, mean figures are not very meaningful
because they lack interval attributes. However, they are
useful in reconstructing the relative rankings of each job
category as shown in the table.
Overall speaking, HKS is more accurately perceived by the
respondents regarding its space coverage of the five job
classifications, especially for its clerical posts which are
unanimously ranked at 1 by all groups. Indeed clerical positions
have an overwhelmingly large proportion among all categories in
HKS, accounting for 58.88% of the total space. In absolute
terms, this category is comparable and even larger than its
counterpart in SCMP.
As for SCMP, except for one age group, all respondent groups
consider management as its largest category. Of course, this
category in SCMP is substantially greater than that of HKS both
for the space it occupies and its quantities. But in fact,
according to the content analysis, this is only the third
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largest category in terms of space coverage. One of the reasons
may be that these jobs are by nature more attention-drawing, or
that thay are usually put singly in only one advertisement of
large size, or on prominent pages or positions (perhaps on
request of the advertisers). The important implications here are
that SCMP does give the impression or has the image of having
many management jobs and prime appointments in town.
Relative proportion of different job categories for HKS is
correctly perceived by readers of both papers. Respondents who
read only the classified ads of HKS rank the management
classification as high as 2, a lot deviated from what it actual
is. But SCMP consistently retains the image of having management
jobs as the largest section to all its readers, whether they read
HKS or not at the same time.
Not much prominent difference in perception across the two
sex groups can be observed. Surprisingly, the 16 to 19 age group
find both papers identical in relative space proportion of the
five job classifications. However, their rankings are rather
deviated from the content analysis results. The other two age
groups seem to perceive HKS quite accurately. Also, they tend to
rank SCMP higher in the management category than the 16 to 19 age
group. A close examination of groups of different education and
income levels shows a general pattern: respondent groups with
higher education and income rank'HKS mostly at 4 or 3 but rank
SCMP at 1 in the management category, while groups with lower
education and income usually rank HKS at 2 in this category. The
same results can be generalised to occupation status.
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Awareness of the Advertising Activities of Both Papers
57.5% and 76% of all the respondents can remember seeing the
advertisement of HKS and SCMP respectively. Among the 56 HKS
readers, 75% remember seeing HKS advertising its own Classified
in any media. A very close percentage, 74.73% of SCMP readers can
remember seeing SCMP ads on its Classified Post. Surprisingly,
among people who don't read HKS's Classified, only 50.69%
remember its promotional advertisements among respondents who
are not SCMP readers, the corresponding recall rate is as high as
92.86%. This implies that promotional advertisements of SCMP is
as successful as HKS's among their respective readers, but much
more successful among non-readers. A table breakdown can be found
in Appendix 29. Also, a higher incidence (60.53%) of recalling
the actual content is found in those who remember seeing SCMP
promotional advertisements as compared to only 58.26% for HKS.
See Appendix 30 for details.
For those who recall ad content of HKS, the majority of them
remembered the jingle Friday's the Best. Other things which
were mentioned include: the interesting music rhythm with which
many pairs of legs step beat the theme of getting or changing
jobs very quickly and the theme of value for money for the
advertisers. As for SCMP, Better Job, Better People was best
remembered. The print ads with smiling faces reading Classified
Post also captured a lot of attention. Many also recalled the
television ads in which candidates secure their jobs during their
interviews.
A landslide majority of the respondents quoted television
as the media of the promotion advertisements they had seen for
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both papers. This is more so for HKS which has 91.30% of those
who remember seeing its advertisement recall seeing it on TV. The
corresponding figure for SCMP is 78.29%. But then SCMP seems
stronger in its outdoor advertising campaign with 46.71% of those
who remember seeing its advertisement recall seeing it at outdoor
spots. HKS has a much lower percentage of 17.39% only. For
details please refer to Appendix 31.
Across Reader Groups
All of the respondents in every reader group remember seeing
the ads of the paper they read. Only 2 respondents are not aware
of the SCMP's promotional ads, they all fall in the HKS reader
category. Whereas the whole lot of the 69 respondents who cannot
remember seeing Hong Kong Standard's ads are SCMP readers. All
respondents in the HS group remember ads of both papers. This
implies that whether one read the papers's classified or not does
have some relation with their awareness of the ads. For further
details, please refer to Appendix 32.
Across Sex Groups
For both papers, a slightly higher percentage (68.75%) of
the male sex show awareness of the promotional ads for both
papers. The counterpart percentage for female is 61.36%. Also,
more males can recall the content of the ads than females.
Besides, a higher recall rate of SCMP's ads as well as its
contents is applicable to both sex groups. Please refer to
Appendix 33 for detailed percentages.
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Across Age Groups
For SCMP, the only two respondents not aware of its
promotional ads are in the 16-19 age group. For HKS, most of the
respondents not aware of its ads are in the 20-29 group.
However, the percentage for HKS does not vary drastically across
all three age segments. Taking those who remember seeing the ads
as a whole, recall rate of the ads's contents seems to be higher
for HKS for all groups. This has the implications that people
tend to remember HKS ads better once their attention is drawn. A
table breakdown is shown in Appendix 34.
Across Education Groups
In general, respondents remember seeing SCMP's promotional
ads well. However, groups with more advanced education can
remember SCMP better but not as many can remember seeing HKS ads
as those in groups of lower education level. For instance,
76.92% of those with some secondary education and 66.67% of those
having completed secondary school can remember HKS promotional
ads, while only 63.11% of respondents having received tertiary
education do so. One possible explanation is that people tend
to notice the promotional ads of the paper they read (according
to findings in 5.4a), and readers of SCMP generally are of higher
educational level. Also, recall rate of the ads contents is the
highest among the group with secondary education completed for
HKS and among people with post-secondary education or above for
SCMP. Appendix 35 shows the general pattern.
Across Income Groups
The pattern of recall rate of the promotional ads among
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different family and personal income groups show some remarkable
similarities to that of the education groups. That is, a higher
percentage of respondents in the lower income group are aware of
HKS ads but a higher percentage of people aware of SCMP ads lies
in the upper income bracket. Recall rate of the contents is also
higher for SCMP ads in the uppper income group and for HKS ads in
the lower income group. The coincidence of recall rate between
income and education groups is not at all surprising because
income does bear close relation to educational level. For
details of the percentage distribution, please see Appendices 36
and 37.
Across Groups With Different Advertising Awareness Level
For HKS, awareness of the ads are the weakness among
professional/ top management (41.46%), white collar (34.83%),
executive/ managerial (29.41%). The only groups which have
higher percentages of people recalling the content are executive/
managerial and professional/ top management. This is true for
both HKS and SCMP, but for SCMP ads, the content recall rate is a
little bit higher. The overall content recall rate of people in
the white collar group who are aware of the ads is higher for HKS
than for SCMP. The blue collar group also has a higher content
recall rate of HKS ads than SCMP ads. Awareness of the SCMP is
higher among students but content recall rtate is higher for HKS.
Anyway, most of the students forget the contents of the ads. It
seems logical to draw the conclusion that respondents with
managerial or professional jobs tend to recall ad contents better
as a whole, and. especially for SCMP. Whereas white collar and
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blue collar tend to recall HKS ads better than SCMP. Appendix 38




Based on the research findings, which undoubtedly have some
limitations as mentioned in an earlier chapter, recommendations
will be made that intend to serve as considerations for improving
the Classified advertising in Hong Kong. It is the wish of the
researchers to make recommendations to both the papers instead of
one. One reason is to ensure maximal objectivity in analysing
the survey results. Another important reason is the hope to
contribute socially through the given recommendations to improve
the classifieds advertising of English newspapers in Hong Kong.
Some recommendations are commonly made to both papers. For
those which are specific to one particular paper, they sometimes
may also be applicable to the other paper. However, the idea of
appropriateness comes into the picture here. When separate
recommendations are given, both papers' present strengths and
weaknesses, image and public perception will be taken into
account so that the most appropriate recommendations could be
made.
Current Strengths and Weaknesses of the Two Papers
Even without the validation of the survey results, a man in
the street will have generally formed the impression that SCMP is
the market leader and HKS is the underdog in classifieds
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advertising. However, SCMP should not be too complacent with
its status quo as HKS does adopt a very aggressive approach in
grabbing more market share. Competition between the two papers
is indeed healthy and beneficial to the advertisers and the
public at large. Only with the presence of competition will the
two papers be conscious of the need to constantly upgrade
themselves to outcompete the other.
SCMP is no doubt at present enjoying a much larger market
share. Its long established and prestigious image has already
been deeprooted in the minds of the audiences. On the one hand,
it is desirable that the paper has a distinct image which people
easily associate with. On the other hand, it poses an obstacle
to the paper to broaden its customer base. SCMP often leaves an
impression on people that it is a paper for the middle-upper
class with higher income, education and occupation status.
However, if it is to extend its market to the middle-lower
bracket, this preconceived image may be too strong to be
uprooted.
Just to cite an example, the print ads of a driver reading
Classified Post in the MTR light boxes may cause confusion in
readers about the image of the paper. So, it can be said that
the well-established and well-received image of the paper is
really a mixed blessing.
HKS, on the other hand, although it is having a much
smaller readership has certain strengths. From the survey
results, it was found that people do not have a fixed or set
impression formed on the paper. Therefore, it is high time for
the paper to build up and instill a suitable image in the minds
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of the readers. Promotional activities done at this opportune
time could probably yield maximal desired effect. Moreover, it
was also found that people generally agree that the paper is
doing better than before. This again shows that people generally
take HKS as a progressive paper and expect it to improve in the
time to come. One other prominent feature about HKS is that it
is generally believed that reading its classified ads is a good
means to find a job in small companies. This, however, may be a
hindrance if the paper wants to upgrade its image.
To go in line with the emphasis of the study, the
promotional aspect will be highlighted. Since recommendations
made on promotion are highly intertwined with those made on
product, a single heading will be used for both elements in the
marketing mix. Distributional recommendations will be treated
under a separate heading.
Recommendations For Both HKS And SCMP
Product Promotion
Layout
Both papers should improve the layout of their ads. For a
very few exceptions, classified ads are displayed dully and
monotonously in squares and rectangles in black and white. To
make reading classified ads an enjoyable experience for the
readers, there are a few things that the papers could do.
Through the efforts of the sales force, the newspapers should
encourage the advertisers to advertise their ads more
attractively. The use of colour and picture can tell a message
much more effectively than mere words. Different combinations
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of boldface could reduce monotony in reading. The advertisers'
company logos could also add visual diversity. Furthermore, the
framing of each block ad could be treated more creatively.
Rather than plain bold straight lines for all the ads, zigzag
lines or lines with some kind of design can make the classified
ads more interesting.
In order to make the above layout improvements possible, the
quality of the sales force is very important. The sales
people have to be trained to sell these ideas and to convince the
advertisers that these layout features will be to their advantage
and well-being.
Regular editorial supplement
In order to make reading classified ads more a habit than
an exercise when jobs are being hunted, an editorial supplement
may help. Tips like the qualifications needed for a certain job,
the opportunities and ways to get further qualified for career
advancement and different industry profiles and positions offered
could be placed along with the classified ads regularly, daily if
possible.
A quality editorial supplement could keep the readers
reading the classified ads section regularly. Such a steady and
increased readership could impress the advertisers and hopefully
attract more sales.
In fact, the whole point of providing editorial supplement
is to increase the frequency of reading the classified ads
section. In this way, it is hoped that people will not only
purchase HKS's Friday issue and SCMP's Saturday issue.
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Improving editorial strengths
Even if a person buys an English newspaper primarily for its
classified ads, it is always a complement to have a good solid
editorial content in the main paper. What the papers should be
doing is to upkeep their strengths and correct their weaknesses
in the main papers. For HKS, its entertainment news and racing
information are most popular, whereas its special features is
the weakest. As for SCMP, local news and international news are
regarded as their best editorial contents with racing
information the weakest.
Print media advertising
In order to attract more Chinese readers to read their
classified ads, the two papers should advertise more on the print
media through Chinese newspapers. It was found that 85.71% of
group H, 88.19% of group S and 92.86% of group HS read Chinese
newspapers in addition to English newspapers. These are very
encouraging percentages and the Chinese newspapers can be
effectively utilized to appeal to the great number of potential
readers.
Points of purchase and vendor preferential terms
An eye-catching poster or sticker at the points of purchase
sometimes have miraculous effects on boosting sales. Both papers
should print colourful and attractive points-of-purchase ads to
be distributed to the street vendors. For those vendors who
co-operate to display these P.O.P. and secure a certain
satisfactory sales within a certain time frame, they will be
given special treats. Small souvenirs and maybe a free short
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trip to Shenzhen could be offered as incentives.
Public relations
In order to boost sales, both papers should establish good
public relations with big employment agencies, headhunters and
advertising agencies. The quality sales force should pay regular
visits to these places to sell the classified ads packages and
services to these high-potential advertisers. The sales force
should establish a progressive and energetic image to match with
the competitive recruitment market.
The following sections will be devoted to recommendations
made separately to HKS and SCMP. There will not be a detailed
breakdown of short-term and long-term strategies, and a word of
explanation is pertinent here. For all recommendations on
improving product and services, they are meant to be short-term
strategies. As for those associated with the papers' images,




In addition to the suggestions made earlier for both papers,
HKS should also establish a kind of Letter Box service whereby
students and fresh graduates could write in to ask questions on
information like career opportunities and qualification
requirements for jobs. The handling of the letters should be
youngster-oriented and the style and tone of the answers should
be lively and energetic. It is because HKS, rather than directly
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competing with SCMP for the ads requesting experienced personnel,
should secure a niche in the junior job level.
Increase day(s) of ads concentration
HKS is now concentrating its ads on Friday, according to the
findings of the survey, readers would prefer it to concentrate on
Tuesday too. This can be achieved by offering a package whereby
the advertisers could have an additional day of advertising with
a minimal additional cost. By doing this, frequency of reading
can be increased and both the readers and advertisers will feel
that they are better served.
Subscription service
The paper, unlike SCMP, does not have its own in-house
subscription service. One way to increase sales is to provide
one-day-subcription service whereby subscribers could receive
their papers on the day in which classified ads are heavily
concentrated. If the set-up cost is too great to establish an
in-house servive, subcontracting to an outside agencies is a
possible alternative.
School visits
Following the train of thought in Editorial tips, that is,
to aim at further securing the market niche of the young readers
with less education and no/ little work experience. HKS could pay
visits to secondary schools to give free career talks. Other
than fulfilling social responsibility, Hong Kong Standard could
establish a favourable image among the students who will be the
future readers of the JOBMARKET.
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Television advertising
Of course, it would be most effective to advertise during
the 6 to 10 pm prime time. However, the fact that two times more
H group readers than S group readers watch television after 10 pm
is an advantage that Hong Kong Standard should take. Not only
can these ads reach the existing readers and appeal to the
potential readers, the rate of TV ads at this time is much more
cheaper than that of the prime time.
Improving image
The long-term objective of Hong Kong Standard should be to
upgrade its image. It has a popular image now and it should
steer its direction towards going upmarket. One suggestion is to
organize with RTHK radio or television stations for joint
functions. These may include sponsoring programmes like Labour
Legislation for All, Financial News and Success Stories of
Big Shots in Hong Kong. As RTHK is generally perceived to be
with high image, it is hoped that HKS can get rid of its popular
image through joint production with it.
Distribution
Distribution channels
It is goods news that HKS has recently secured an additional
retail network with the 7-Eleven convenience store chain. But it
should not be happy as such, efforts should be made to ramify
into great supermarket chains like Park'n and Wellcome. Though
Park'n may have signed an exclusive contract with SCMP, Wellcome
chain should not be left in neglect. Active negotiations should
proceed -to deter South China Morning Post from entering yet
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another exclusive contract with Wellcome. The smaller
supermarket chain like China Resources supermarket chain and the





Even though SCMP has a high Chinese readership, it should
not forget its English readers. They are in fact the precious
ones who will not be lured away by the Chinese newspapers. A
column in the classified's editorial can be specially catered for
the expats. Information like adjustments tips to the local job
market for newly-arrived expats or special feature on jobs
offered exclusively for expats may be included. This could make
the expats feel they are being taken care of and form loyalty to
the paper.
Increse day(s) of ads concentration
With the same reasons and method cited for HKS, SCMP could
increase its days of ads concentration from only Saturday to
Wednesday, Sunday and Monday. These are the three days which
readers prefer to have more advertisements in decreasing order
of popularity. The personal preference of the researchers is to
priortize Sunday for it is the day in which people could have
more time to read the paper leisurely.
Ads collection points
HKS. has a competitive edge over SMP in having a much greater
f•
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should also con si der opt-ions cited for HKS to extend
1ls distribution network. Another possible distribution cutlet
is the more prestigious fast feed chain in high class commercialaJ
areas. Maxim's and Oliver's are two possibilities. SCMP could
promote its high -class image by sponsoring some sort of
Executive Breakfast campaign in these premium food stores. With
the purchase of an set Executive Breakfast, a free copy of South
China Morning Post will be offered.
Conclusion
To conclude, it is apparent that there had been keen
competition in the classified ads of English newsy:nrs and the
battle will still fight on for quite some time to come.
In view of their future development, HKS and SCMP should
begin to focus not only on their immediate services to their
advertisers and readers but also on the long-term image setting
and reinforcement that would ensure them to secure the market
thtv ouoht to have.
At present, there is a major barrier that prevents the two
pacers from establishing a strong or improved .image. For HKS, itd. «»
is its weak and low imaoe. As for SCMP, paradoxically, it is its
strona invsoe that hinders further mcdification for improvement.
The road to future development is still long and rugged but
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number of collection points. HKS has a total of 25 collection
points while SCMP has only 6. To offer more convenience to the
advertisers, SCMP could utilize the service offered by TVB sales
booths in the MTR stations. With a certain monthly fee, TVB
sales booths could offer collection service for SCMP. The number
and location of booths to be chosen could be decided by matching
the present location of the SCMP drop-off points and the relative
regional demand of the service.
Target at experienced personnel
Since SCMP has a strong image of having the middle-upper
group reading its paper, it could make better use of this to
market its paper. In promoting the image of having prime
appointments in town, it seems that the points of qualification
and working experience have so far been left out. While HKS may
target its ads for personnel with less qualifications and little/
no working experience for a fresh career start, SCMP could
pinpoint on the idea of qualification and experience. A jingle
like Experienced people read the Post not only reinforces the
present image of the paper but also adds a new dimension to what
it already has.
Image setting
It is goods news that most readers have the impression that
SCMP has a lot of prime appointments in management. In order to
upkeep and reinforce its high image, upgrading the image of less
prestigious job categories is necessary. One possible way to
do so is to highlight not only prime appointments for Management




with the concerted efforts from both papers, the era when top
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Good morning afternoon evening, I am an MBA student of CUHK
doing a research on job recruitment classified ads of English
newspapers, may I ask if you read classified ads of English
newspapers, say the Jobmarket of the Hong Kong Standard and or
the Classified Post of the South China Morning Post. ( If Yes,
then continue; if No, then thank you and terminate. ) The
questionnaire will take you a few minutes and the information you
provide will be kept confidential and strictly for this research
only.
I. READING HABIT
1. Generally speakly, which paper(s)' classified ads do you
read ?
HKS only SCMP only HKS SCMP
2. In the past one year, have you been reading this these
paper(s)' classified ads ?
Yes Started reading just recently














4. Which day(s)' classified ads do you usually read?( Can give
more than one answer.)
Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat
HKS
SCMP
5. Would you prefer another day other than Friday for HKS and/
or Saturday for SCMP to place their classified Ads emphasis?
Which day(s)?YesNoHKS
Which day(s)?YesNoSCMP
6. Generally speaking, who buys the newspaper(s) you read?
(Can give more than one answer)
SCMPHKS
Respondent himself/ herself
Office/ Place of work
Family member/ Friends
Others
Please turn to card (1)
7. What other section(s) or feature(s) do you read?( Can give





Ads( excluding classified ads)
Editor's column
Sports news
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8. What are your reasons for reading classified ads
give more than one answer. )
( Can
currently looking for job
want to change job
HK£ sa
keep track of current
market situation
read for friends relatives
kill time
Others ( Please specify ]
9. Do you read classified ads of Chinese newspaper(s) ? ( At
least once every three months. )
No not very often ( Skip to Section II )
Yes, which one(s) ?
Please look at card (2) aqain.
10. What are your reasons for reading classified ads ? ( Can give
more than one more answer. )
currently looking for jobs
want to change job
HKS SCMI
keep track of current
market situation
read for friends relatives
kill time
Others ( Please specify )
II. ATTITUDE SURVEY
Please turn to card (3)
Please rate the following statements concerning the
classified ads you read ( HKS and or SCMP ) according to















1. It is easy to locate
an ad you have in mind.
HKS 1 2 3 4 5
SCMP 12345
2. It has a easy-to-read layout HKS 1 2 3 4 5
SCMP 1 2 3 4 5
B. Effectiveness
1. Many big companies place their jok
recruitment ads in this paper.
HKS 1 2 3 4 5
SCMP ] 2345
2. The ads cover a lot of different
job categories.
HKS 1 2 3 4 5
SCMP 12345





1. This paper is doing better than before. HKS 12345
SCMP 12345
2. The classified ads' section is one of
the paper's strong selling points.
HKS 12345
SCMP 12345








5 Most of the advertisers of this paper's
Classified Ads are reliable.
HKS 12345
SCMP 12345
6. Reading this paper's classified ads is
a good way to look for a job in a small
sized company. ( less than 100 employees)
HKS 12345
SCMP 12345
The following two questions do not specifically refer to
either paper. Instead, they are intended to get your general
opinion.
1. Bilingual ads are more preferable than
merely English ads.
1 2 3 4 5
2. A paper carrying Government's ads is
more prestigious.
1 2 3 4 5
Perceptual Different
Please turn to card (4)
Please rate the following job categories according to their















Please turn to card (5)
Which transportation mean(s) do you generally use ? ( Can










2. Do you watch television regularly ? (More than 5 hrs week)
No rarely. Yes, which station do you
( Skip to no. 4 ) watch most ?
Jade Pearl ATV Diamond ATV Gold
3.
Please turn to card (6)
When do you generally watch television ?
1. before 12pm 3. 6pm to 10pm
2. 12pm to 6pm 4. after 10pm
4. Do you listen to the commercial radio regularly ?
(At least 1 hr day)
No not very often. Yes, which channel do you
( Skip to no. 6 ) listen to most ?
CRl CR2 CR3
5.
Please turn to card (7)
Generally, when do you listen to radio ? ( Can give more than
one answer. )
1. 6am to 9am 4. 6pm to 10pm
2. 9am to 12pm 5. 10pm to 2am
3 12pm to 6pm 6. 2 am to 6am
6
Please turn to card (8)
What kinds of magazine(s) do you generally read ? ( Can give
more than one answer. )
1 • No rarely 5. Financial magazine
Women's magazine 6. News magazine
3 Literary magazine 7. Professional magazine
4. Entertainment mag. 8. Others
7 Other than HKS and or SCMP, which paper(s) do you read
regularly ?
None Yes, which one(s) ?
IV. AWARENESS OF PROMOTIONAL ADVERTISEMENTS OF CLASSIFIED AD5
1. Have you come across HKS's and or SCMP's promotion ads on







( Skip to Part V
In which media ?
HKS SCMP










1. Sex ( by observation )
Male Female
2.
Pleae turn to card (9)
Which age group do you fall into ?
1. 16 to 19 3. 30 to 39
2. 20 to 29 4. 40 to 55
3.
Please turn to card (10)
Which education level have you attained ?
I m No formal education primary completed
2. Some secondary
3. Secondary completed
4 Post secondary or university
4.
Please turn to card (11)
Which is your total household income ?
1. below $3,999 4. $15,000 to $24,000
2. $4,000 to $7,999 5. above $25,000
3. $8,000 to $14,999
5.
Please turn to card (12)
Which is your average monthly income ?
1. below $3,999 4. $15,000 to $24,000
2. $4,000 to $7,999 5. above $25,000
3. $8,000 to $14,999
6. Which category are you in ?
( The respondents were asked of their job titles and then the
reseachers categorized it. )
1. Blue cllar 5. ProfessionalTop Mgnt
2. White collar 6. Student
3. Employer 7. Unemployed
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Source: SRH Media Index General Report 1986 by Survey Research
Hongkong Limited
Appendix 5
Table 5.1.7 Frequency distribution of Brand-switching and non-




























Total 19 9.5C 179 89.50 200 100.00
Observations don't add up to 200 because of no responses.
Appendix 6






















2 14.29 4 9.52 28 19.44 10 23.81
7 50.00 21 50.00 72 50.00 20 47.62
5 35.71 11 26.19 40 27.78 8 19.05
0 0.00 4 9.2 1 0.69 4 9.52
Total 14 100.0 42 100.0 144 100.0 42 100.0
Appendix 7
Table 5.1.9: Frequency distribution of how many people read or









































































Base 14 100.00 42 100.00 144 100.00 42 100.00
Appendix 8
Table 5.1.11s Frequency (percentage) distribution of sections






































































































Table 5.1.12: Frequency (percentage) distribution of different











jobswant to change job






5 35.71 96 66.67 26 61.90

















Table 5.1.13: Frequency table showing buying habit of classified





































Percentages don't add up to 100 because of uncategorizable or
no response and permitted multiple responses.
Appendix 11
GROUP MFAI
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GRAPH FOR THE ATTUTIDE MEANS OF H R S GROUPS
TOWARDS HKS SCMP RESPECTIVELY
Appendix .12
GROUP WEANS






















H GROUPS (W CASES)
HS GROUPS (42 CASES)
GRAPH FOR THF ATTUTIDE MEANS OF H S GROUPS TOWARDS HKS
Appendix 13
GROUP MEANS
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S GROUPS (144 CASES)
- HS GROUPS (42 CASES)


















-HS GROUP FOR HKS (42 CASES)
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□ MALE HKS READERS NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 3f|
—| FEMALE HKS READERS NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 22
GRAPH FOR THE ATTITUDE MFANS TOWARDS HKS BETWEEN SEX GROUPS
Appendix 16
GROUPS MEANS
























- FEMALE SCMP READERS
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 1Q4
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS - bZ
rpapu FOR THF ATTTTIinF MEANS TOWARDS 5CMP RFTWFFN SFX GROUPS
Appendix 17
GROUP MEANS























pen lfi-19 hks readers no. of observations 16
APFO 20-29 HKS READERS NO. OF OBSERVATI0NS=33





























.rrn lfi-19 SCMP READERS NO, OF OBSERVATIONS 23
Arrn 20-29 SCMP READERS NO, OF OBSERVATIONS=j21
: AGE? 30-39 SCMP READERS NO. OF OBSERVATIONS=42
cpftPU FnP THF fTTTTIinF MFANS TOfflPP crP flfiF r'R0UPS
Appendix 19
GRAPH FOR THE ATTITUDE MEANS TOWARDS HKS AMONG EDUCATION GROUPS— — ' ,-w- I V I » II til
GROUP MEANS






















HKS READERS WITH SOME SECONDARY EDUCATION:
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = -
HKS READERS WITH SECONDARY_EDUCATION COMPLETED
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS 27
HKS READERS WITH POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION OR ABOVE
NO OF OBSERVATIONS = 24
Appendix 20 11J























SCMP READERS WITH SOME SECONDARY EDUCATION
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 11
SCMP READERS WITH SECONDARY EDUCATION COMPLETED
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 76
SCMP READERS WITH POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION OR ABOVE
NO. OF OBSERVATIONS = 99
Appendix 21
GROUP MEANS























HKS READERS WITH FAMILY INCOME BELOW $8,000 (17 CASES)
HKS READERS WITH FAMILY UNCOME $8,000$19,999 (23 CASES
H ADERS WITH FAMILY INCOME ABOVE $11,999 (16 CASES)
cpw for ATTTTiinF mfans
Appendix 22
GROUP MEANS






















_g_ gCMP READERS WITH FAMILY INCOME BELOW $8,000 (43 CASES)
I SCMP READERS WITH FAMILY INCOME $8,000$14,999 (70 CASES)
—0— SCMP READERS WITH FAMILY INCOME ABOVE $14,999 (73 CASES)
GRAPH FOR ATTTTIIDF MFANS TOWARDS SCMP AMONG FAMILY .INCOME GROUPS
Appendix 23
GROUP MEANS























- HKS READERS WITH PERSONAL INCOME BELOW $3,999 (31 CASES)
- hks readers with personal income S0007;999 J:19 CAS
_ uie READERS with personal income above $8,000 (b cases;

























n SCMP READERS WITH PERSONAL INCOME BELOW $3,999 (7J CASES)
SCMp READERS WITH PERSONAL INCOME $4,000-$7,999 (80 CASES
0 SCMp readers with personal income above $8,000 (33 cases)
cpaph FOR ATTTTiinr MFflN.3 TOWARDS SCMP AMONG PERSONAL tNCOME GROUP!
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GROUP MEANS





















KSn$EL!Cl!!S?s?™i hk18RI5DIIS C8 cases)
PROFESSIONALTOP MANAGERIAL HKS READERS (5
STUDENT HKS READERS (11 CASES)






















- WHITE' COLLAR SCMP READERS (80 CASES)
—EXECUTIVEADMINISTRATIVE SCMP READERS C3 CASES)
PROFESSIONALTOP MANAGEMENT SCMP READERS (39 CASES)
GRAPH FOR ATTITUDE MEANS TOWARDS SCHP AMONG OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
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GROUP MEANS




















- HKS READERS AWARE AND CAN RECALL CONTENT (25 CASES)
-HKS READERS UNAWARE OR CAN'T RECALL CONTENT (32 CASES)
fjDflPH Fnp thf ATTITUDE MEANS THWART HKS BETWEEN GROUPS AWARE





















-SCMP READERS AWARE AND CAN RECALL CONTENT (5 CASES)
-SCMP READERS UNAWARE OR CAN T RECALL CONTENT (3? CASES)e=3—ounr KCMUtfto uinmwmkc: urc uhin i kt.uhll. uuhi cm
GRAPH FOR THE ATTITUDE MEANS TOWARDS SCMP BETWEEN GROUPS AWARE
' AND UNAWARE OF SCMP PROMOTIONAL ADS ON CLASSIFIED
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Appendix 29
Table 5.4a: Awareness of Promotional ads of the Classified










Table 5.4b: Recall Rate of the Content of Promotional ads for










Table 5.4c: Awareness of Promotional Ads of the Classified
Section of Both Papers for Various Media
SCMPHKS
No.No.








Table 5.4.1: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Reader Group
Not aware TotalAware of the ads




14 100.000.0009 64.295 35.71For HKS
14 100.0014.29221.4339 64.29For SCMP
S group
47.92 144 100.006922.923329.1742For HKS
0.00 144 100.00052.787647.22For SCMP 68
HS group
42 100.000.00052.382247.6220For HKS
42 100.000.00064.292711.90For SCMP 15
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Appendix 33
Table 5.4.2.: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Sex Groups
Aware of the ads Not aware Total
can recall can't recall of the ads
contents contents
No. No. No. No.
Male
39 38 31.25 112For HKS 34.82 33.93 35 100
50.00SCMP 56 50.00 56 0 0.00 112 100
Female
88 10026 29.55 34 38.6428 31.82For HKS
2 2.27 88 10050 56.8240.91SCMP 36
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Appendix 34
Table 5.4.3: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Age Groups
TotalNot awareAware of the ads









30-39 45 10035.011633.331531.1114For HKS 45 1000.00055.562544.44SCMP 20
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Appendix 35
Table 5.4.4: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Education Level
TotalNot awareAware of the ads
















Table 5.4.5a: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Family Income Groups
TotalNot awareAware of the ads





1004930.611530.611519 38. /8For EUKS
1004 94.0825 3. 00626SCM P 21 42.86
$8,000 to








Table 5.4.5b: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Per onal Income Groups
TotalNot awareAware of the ads





28.05 1008226.83222337 95.12For HKS










Table 5.4.6: Recall Rate of the Promotional Ads for Different
Occupational Groups
Aware of the avis
can recall can't recall
contents contents
No. % No. %
Not aware Total
of the ads
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